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13 Awarded Entries in White Pencil announced at this year’s D&AD Judging 

 

Entries from the UK, US, India, Brazil and the Netherlands are in the running to win a White 

Pencil at the 2014 D&AD Awards – a special category recognising the best creative ideas 

with a social purpose. 

 

In Book and Nominated* work in White Pencil is announced today, but entrants will have to 

wait until the Award Ceremony at Battersea Evolution on 22 May to find out whether they 

have been awarded. 

 

At this year’s judging there are 8 In Books and 5 Nominated pieces of work. Nominated work 

in contention includes: 

 

White Pencil 

• Sweetie by LEMZ for Terre des Hommes 

• Share My Dabba by McCann Erickson India for Happy Life Welfare, The      

Dabbawala Foundation 

• Real Beauty Sketches by Ogilvy & Mather Brazil Unilever 

• GravityLight by Therefore for Therefore 

• Climate Name Change by Barton F. Graf 9000 for 350 Action 

 

All 13 entries will appear in the 52nd D&AD Annual, published by TASCHEN in September. The 

full list of work that has been awarded In-Book and Nomination is attached – and can also be 

found at http://www.dandad.org 

 

D&AD CEO Tim Lindsay commented: “Entries to D&AD have gone up over 10% this year, 
which is a refection of D&AD’s increasing popularity in maturing creative markets like Brazil 
and China. The main theme we’re seeing this year is one of convergence: the lines between 
categories are becoming more and more blurred, which means ideas have to be smarter and 
the execution more pristine than ever. We’ve also seen a massive increase in smaller design 
studios entering – which I hope indicates the creative industries are in rude health at every 
level.” 
 
There are no quotas for awards at D&AD. Therefore the number of awarded entries fluctuates 

year to year. Some years no Black Pencils are awarded: the record currently stands at just 

six. Traditionally the toughest of the awards shows, the judging process is famously rigorous, 

with the juries only selecting work they believe is truly exceptional.  

 

To see some of the highlights from D&AD Judging, check out our live-blog at 

http://storify.com/dandad/d-and-ad-awards-judging-2014  
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ENDS 

 

*In-Book: refers to work that will be included in the 52nd D&AD Annual which will be 

published in September 2014. 

 

Nominations: refers to work that will be included in the D&AD Annual and is also being 

considered by the Jury for the award of a Yellow Pencil, one of the most prestigious awards 

for creativity anywhere in the world. The Yellow Pencil results will be announced at an event in 

London on 22 May 2014. 

 

Yellow Pencils: will be awarded to the work that is judged to be the best in the world, 

selected from projects that receive a Nomination during judging. The Yellow Pencils are one 

of the most-recognised and coveted awards for creativity anywhere in the world. Yellow Pencil 

winners will be announced at the Awards Ceremony on 22 May 2014. (For further details and 

to purchase tickets, visit: www.dandad.org) 

 

White Pencils: will be awarded the best creative ideas with a social purpose. The White 

Pencil is a special category at the D&AD awards, launched in 2012 in association with 

Unilever. This year, for the first time the White Pencil is split into two categories: Design and 

Advertising & Marketing Communications. 

 

Black Pencils: are awarded to work that is not just considered the best in the world in its 

category, but for pieces of design or advertising that have fundamentally changed the rules of 

the category 

 

Contact 

Dan Bryant | D&AD | +44 (0)7811 150 095 | dan.bryant@dandad.org  

Liam Fay-Fright | The Well Communications | +44 (0)7743 139 887| 

liam@thewellcommunications.com 

 

Notes to Editors 

 
Since 1962, D&AD has been inspiring a community of creative thinkers by celebrating and 

stimulating the finest in design and advertising. A D&AD Award is recognised globally as the 

ultimate creative accolade, entered and attended by the best creative decision makers from 

around the world. Set to reward, promote and enable creative brilliance in all areas of 

creative communication, a Yellow – or Black – Pencil remains the pinnacle in many careers. 

 

But it’s much more than just the Awards. Members join a vibrant global community, whilst 

creatives and clients are inspired by a world-class training and development programme. 

Students are supported with projects, awards and exhibitions, which give them a vital leg-up 
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as they enter the industry. 

 

As a non-profit, all of D&AD's surpluses go straight into programmes that develop the next 

generation of creative talent while campaigning for the creative industries to help solve the 

world's toughest social and environmental issues. 

 


